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Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 21. IntrodutionThe possible existene of a primordial magneti �eld of osmologial origin has been thesubjet of an intense investigation during the last few deades. Despite these e�orts,no astrophysial evidene has been reported so far onerning magneti �elds overosmologial sales, and only upper limits are reported. When saling the original boundfrom the Faraday e�et of distant radio soures [1, 2℄ to the now muh better knownbaryon density measured by the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [3℄,one has B�< 2:8 � 10�7(l=Mp)�1=2G, oherent on a sale l ' 1Mp [4℄. A reentanalysis of the WMAP 5-year data on the Faraday rotation of the linear polarization ofthe osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) gives omparable upper limits ranging from6� 10�8 to 2� 10�6 G [5℄.The presene of a primordial magneti �eld would inevitably produe resonantonversions between photons and axion-like partiles (ALPs) in the Early Universe.This e�et was pointed out at �rst in a work by Yanagida and Yoshimura [6℄. Theyrealized that suh a onversion ould produe a sizable distortion in the CMB spetrum.Sine at that time data indiated a distortion in the Wien region of the CMB, theseauthors speulated that a resonant axion-photon onversion ould be an intriguingexplanation for suh an e�et. Nowadays, the blakbody nature of the CMB spetrumhas been measured with a preision better than 1 part in 104 by the Far InfraredAbsolute Spetrophotometer (FIRAS) on board of the Cosmi Bakground Explorer(COBE) [7, 8℄. The astonishing auray of suh a measurement now allows to onstrainexoti senarios whih would deplete the CMB spetrum, suh as hidden photons [9, 10℄,axions [11℄, radiative neutrino deays [12℄ or milliharged partiles [13℄. Reent boundson photon-ALP mixing using the preision CMB data [11℄ have foused only on non-resonant onversions in the late Universe. However, for values of ALP masses allowingresonant onversions during the expansion of the Universe one expets stronger boundsdue to this resonant enhanement. For this reason, in the present paper we determinethe bounds from resonant photon-ALP onversions in light of the COBE preisionCMB data. Moreover, we make use of an aurate desription of the evolution of theosmologial plasma in whih the resonant onversions arise, following the line of ourreent study on resonant photon-hidden photon onversions in the Early Universe [10℄.Often, strong bounds on the photon-ALP oupling arise from stellar evolution [14℄.Our bounds are diÆult to ompare with these other onstraints sine they stronglydepend on the strength of the primordial �elds. If �elds near the experimental bounds� 100 nG are realized, our bounds an be muh stronger than stellar evolutiononstraints, but they ould also be weaker if the primordial �elds were muh smaller.However, in general, our bounds are omplementary to stellar evolution ones, sine someALP models [15{19℄ predit a suppression of the photon-ALP oupling in dense stellarinteriors, whih would not happen in the relatively diluted primordial plasma. For thisreason, we think worthwhile to explore whih independent onstraints are ahievablefrom osmologial arguments.



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 3The plan of our work is as follows. In Setion 2 we review the mehanism of mixingbetween photons and axion-like partiles and we present our analytial presription toalulate the resonant photon-ALP onversion probability in the expanding Universe.In Setion 3 we desribe our simpli�ed model for the e�etive photon mass induedby the primordial plasma. In Setion 4 we disuss the e�et of the random primordialmagneti �elds on the resonant onversions and we haraterize the averaging of theonversion probability over the sky and over the photon polarization, relevant to studyALP e�ets on the CMB monopole spetrum. In Setion 5 we desribe the onstraintsoming from spetral CMB distortions for ALP masses undergoing resonant onversionsafter the reombination epoh. In Setion 6 we extend our limits to pre-reombinationresonanes, using the experimental limits on the hemial potential � of the CMBspetrum and the agreement between Big Bang Nuleosynthesis (BBN) and the CMBon the e�etive number of additional relativisti speies at deoupling. Finally, inSetion 7 we omment on the omplementarity of our bound with other astrophysialand experimental onstraints and present our onlusions.2. Photon mixing with axion-like partiles2.1. Axion-like PartilesAxion-like partiles (ALPs) are salar or pseudosalar bosons � that ouple to twophotons with one of the following interation Lagrangians [20℄Lpseudosalar = �14g�F�� eF ��� = g�B �E� ; (1)Lsalar = 14g+F��F ��� = 12g+(B2 � E2)� ; (2)where eF �� = �����F��=2 is the dual of the �eld strength tensor and E and B arethe eletri and magneti �elds, respetively. In the presene of a onstant externalmagneti �eld one an deompose the eletromagneti �eld into an external omponentand the dynamial part representing photons as B! Bext +r�A. The terms in theLagrangian ontaining Bext at as mass mixing terms between the axion-like partile �and the photon �eld A� = (A0;A). Choosing the radiation gauge r �A = 0 the mixingterms beome evident,Lpseudosalar = g�Bext � �0A�+ ::: ; (3)Lsalar = g+Bext � (r�A)�+ ::: : (4)In our study we will onsider the mixing of photons with these partiles. If we write Aas a plane wave with frequeny ! and wave vetor k we an expliitly evaluate its timeand spatial derivatives. Reabsorbing a fator of i into A and using ! ' jkj we �nd thatthe mixing part in the Lagrangian readsLmixpseudosalar = g�BT!Ajj� ; (5)Lmixsalar = g+BT!A?� ; (6)



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 4where BT is the omponent of the external magneti �eld perpendiular to thepropagation diretion of photons (k) and Ajj; A? are respetively the omponents ofA parallel and perpendiular to that omponent. Note that the omponent of Bextparallel to k does not ontribute to the mixing and also that pseudosalar �elds mixwith the parallel omponent Ajj, while salars mix with A?. In the following, we denotewith g the ALP-photon oupling onstant and onsider only the photon omponent, ,that mixes with �.Due to the e�etive mass-mixing in the external magneti �eld, the propagatingeigenstates in vauum are now rotated with respet to (; �) by an angle � given by [21℄sin 2� = 2gB!qm4� + (2gB!)2 ; (7)os 2� = m2�qm4� + (2gB!)2 ; (8)where, for simpliity, we have indiated the transverse omponent of the magneti �eldwith B, and m� is the ALP mass. This misalignment is well known to produe  $ �osillations with a wavenumber given by [21℄k = qm4� + (2gB!)22! � �m22! : (9)2.2. Medium e�ets and resonant MSW onversionsPhoton osillations into ALPs are modi�ed by the refrative properties of the medium.In the primordial plasma, photons aquire a non-trivial dispersion relation whih an beparametrized by adding an e�etive photon massm to the Lagrangian. This is generallyomplex, reeting the absorption properties of the plasma. However, for most of theparameter spae studied here it turns out that absorption is negligible. Moreover, evenwhen this is not the ase our results will show no dependene on it. Therefore, we havehosen to neglet it in the following exposition and inlude a few remarks when relevant.In this ase, the e�etive mixing angle ~� is related to the vauum one by [14℄sin 2~� = sin 2�hsin2 2� + (os 2� � �)2i1=2 ; (10)os 2~� = os 2� � �hsin2 2� + (os 2� � �)2i1=2 ; (11)where the parameter � whih measures the signi�ane of the medium e�ets reads� = m2qm4� + (2gB!)2 = os 2�  mm�!2 : (12)As the Universe expands, eventually the onditionm� = m ; (13)



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 5is satis�ed and ~� ! �=4. When this ondition is ful�lled, resonant photon-ALPonversions are possible, analogous to the well-known Mikheev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein(MSW) e�et for neutrino avor transitions [22{24℄. If the photon prodution anddetetion points are separated by many osillation lengths from a resonane, theosillation patterns wash out. Thus, the transition probability is given by [25℄P!� ' 12 + �p� 12� os 2�0 os 2~� ; (14)where we have assumed the mixing angle �0 at the detetion in vauum, ~� is the e�etivemixing angle at the prodution point (onsidered to be at high density) and p is thelevel rossing probability. This latter takes into aount the deviation from adiabatiityof photon-ALP onversions in the resonane region. In partiular, one has p = 0 fora ompletely adiabati transition and p = 1 for an extremely nonadiabati one. Therossing probability p for photon-ALP resonant onversions an be obtained using theLandau-Zener expression [10℄p ' exp ��2�rk sin2 �r� ; (15)where k is again the  ! � vauum osillation wavenumber in Eq. (9), �r is the vauummixing angle at the resonane andr = �����d lnm2(t)dt ������1t=tres (16)is a sale parameter to be evaluated at the loation where a resonane ours.zNote that the mixing angle � hanges as the Universe evolves beause the frequeny! and the magneti �eld B are funtions of the redshift. Denoting with !0 and B0their values at z = 0, the frequeny grows as ! = !0(1 + z) while the magneti �eldevolution is model-dependent. In this paper we have deided to fous in the mostwidely studied ase of onsidering magneti �elds frozen into the medium, for whihB = B0(1 + z)2 [2℄. It is lear from Eq. (7) that at early times the vauum mixingangle beomes maximal, sin 2� ! 1. However, the e�etive mixing angle ~� remainssmall beause of the suppression by matter e�ets. In fat, at early times, beforereombination, m2 is given by the plasma frequeny !2P whih is proportional to the freeeletron density whih sales as (1 + z)3. Therefore, at high redshifts (z !1), � tendsindeed to a onstant given by� ! m22gB! = m2(z = 0)2gB0!0 ' 2:7� 105 (g10B0;nG)�1 �T0!0� ; (17)where we have used m(z = 0) = 1:59�10�14 eV [10℄, normalized the photon frequenytoday !0 with respet to the atual CMB temperature T0 = 2:725 K [8℄ and �nallyde�ned g10 = g=10�10 GeV�1 and B0;nG = B0=1 nG as typial values lose to theirz Our problem is di�erent to the widely disussed of neutrino osillations or the photon-hidden photonase studied in [10℄ sine here even the vauum mixing evolves in time. However, the orretions toEq. (15) that we are negleting are unimportant, sine the evolution of the vauum mixing � is verysmooth near the resonane, ontrarily to the evolution of ~�.



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 6urrent experimental limits. For suh large value of � we an take os 2~� ' �1 at theprodution point in Eq. (14).Moreover, the FIRAS sensitivity will allow us to bound P!��< 10�4 whih alsoexludes non-resonant vauum osillations with sin2 2�0�> 10�4. Considering resonantonversions we will onstrain muh smaller mixings so that we an also take os 2�0 ' 1in Eq. (14). This then simpli�es toP!� ' 1� p : (18)The FIRAS bounds thus require a strongly non-adiabati resonane. Under thisondition, we an approximate the onversion probability asP!� ' 2�rk sin2 �r : (19)The produt rk is basially the ratio of the harateristi expansion time of the universeand the vauum  ! � osillation length, and for the region of parameters onsideredhere is large. Sine FIRAS onstrains P!��< 10�4, this tells us that the vauum mixingangle �r at the resonane has to be extremely small. Therefore, we will work in thesmall mixing regime, for whih �m2 ' m2� andsin 2�r ' 0:92� 10�5 (1 + z)3 (g10B0;nG) �!0T0�  10�14 eVm� !2 ; (20)where in Eq. (7) we have approximated �r ' gB!=m2�, sine at the resonane m� = mand m2� � 2gB! for the values of ALP masses we are onsidering. Under, thisapproximation, the expression for the onversion probability is exeedingly simple, i.e.P!� ' g2B2�r!m2� : (21)3. Cosmologial m pro�leIn order to alulate the onversion probability we need the pro�le of the photon e�etivemass m along the osmologial line of sight. In this work we use the same presriptionof our Ref. [10℄ in whih we studied the resonant onversions between photons andhidden photons in the expanding Universe.The e�etive mass an be parametrized asm2 = !2P(Xe)� "1� 0:0073� !eV�2 �1�XeXe �# ; (22)where !P(Xe) ' 1:59� 10�14(1 + z)3=2X1=2e eV is the plasma frequeny with Xe(z) thehydrogen ionization fration as a funtion of redshift, whih we take from [27℄. We notethat the CMB energies probed by FIRAS are muh smaller than the �rst exitationenergies of the hydrogen (when the temperatures are low enough to allow bound atoms)so that we have negleted these e�ets in the expression of the e�etive mass. Wehave also ignored the subleading helium ontribution. Based on [10℄, in Fig. 1 we showour referene pro�le for the osmologial history of the e�etive photon mass m as a
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Figure 1. E�etive photon mass as funtion of redshift. The thin line usesXe = 1, theblue, magenta, green and red lines are for !=T = 1; 3; 4; 10, respetively. These valuesare in the frequeny range probed by FIRAS. The two sharp dips in the green and redlines bound the region where m2 beomes negative. (See [10℄ for further details)funtion of redshift z. We reall that the evolution of the e�etive photon mass whihdepends on the history of the ionization fration Xe(z) and also on the photon energy,is extremely omplex. Above a temperature T � 0:5 eV (redshift z � 1100) hydrogen isfully ionized. As the Universe temperature dereases, photons annot ionize hydrogeneÆiently and eletrons and protons slowly ombine. This makes the Universe verytransparent to radiation, indeed releasing the photon bath whih we see today as theCMB. This is the so-alled reombination epoh. Later on (z�< 6) the Universe beomesionized again due to ultraviolet radiation from the �rst quasars or population III stars.These e�ets produe the non-monotoni behavior in the shape of the e�etive photonmass as a funtion of redshift seen in Fig. 1. Note also that during reombination thee�etive mass squared an beome negative if the photon energy is large enough.Along suh a non-monotoni mass pro�le multiple resonanes an our for a givenALP mass (provided m��< 10�12 eV). If this is the ase, Eq. (21) tells us that the mostadiabati rossing, quantitatively the more important, is the one that happens at earliertimes. This is partiularly lear when we express all red-shift dependent quantities astheir values at z = 0 times their redshift dependene and use r / (3H)�1, with H theHubble onstant, to �nd P!� / (1+z)5=H whih inreases with redshift sine H growsat most as (1 + z)2 during the radiation dominated epoh.We note that for photon energies !=T �> 3:8 there is a small period during the darkages for whih the e�etive mass squared beomes negative. This implies that thereis one redshift at whih m2 = 0 and at whih, in priniple, ALPs of arbitrarily smallmass an be resonantly produed. However, due to the fast drop of m2 , this rossingis extremely non-adiabati, as we have expliitly heked. For this reason, we will notonsider this ase hereafter.



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 8In summary, in the ase of multiple rossings the most relevant one happens beforereionization. As a onsequene, for m��> 10�14 eV we need to evaluate resonanesonly for z�> 10. This situation simpli�es our alulations beause after reionization theplasma is ompliated by the presene of density inhomogeneities [10℄.4. Magneti �elds at the resonane and probability averagesIn priniple, the primordial magneti �eld is not known, although it is generally expetedto show a somewhat turbulent struture [28℄. We would like to larify how it a�etsthe resonant photon-ALP onversions. For this reason, we have to ompare the typialwidth of a resonane region with the oherene sale of the magneti �eld. The half-width of the resonane is, aording to Eq. (10), Æ�(t) = sin 2�r, whih orresponds toa length sale �r = r sin 2�r (23)�< 1:3� 10�2 (1 + z)3=2 (g10B0;nG) �!0T0�  10�14 eVm� !2 Mp�< 0:42 (g10B0;nG) �!0T0�  10�14 eVm� ! Mp ; (24)where for the �rst numerial estimate we have used Eq. (20) and r�< (3H)�1 ' 1:4(1 +z)�3=2Gp, with H the Hubble onstant. Eq. (24) results from the fat that for themost relevant resonane before reionization (at z�> 10) one has m� = m �> 10�14 [(1 +z)=10℄3=2 eV. The resonane half-width is thus smaller than the oherene length l �l;0 (1 + z)�1 of the magneti �eld forg10B0;nG�< 1:3� 10�2 � m�10�14 eV�1=3 �T0!0� l;0Mp! : (25)The boundary of our exlusion bounds will satisfy this onstraint (see Fig. 3) sothat we an onsider the magneti �eld onstant during the resonane to ompute it.At ouplings larger than the ones at the exlusion boundary, the resonane width willeventually beome larger than the magneti �eld oherene length and photons willsee di�erent magneti �eld domains during the resonane. Nevertheless, the transitionprobability inreases by inreasing the value of g, so that we an also exlude thisupper region. Therefore, also in suh a situation, we will ontinue to use our simplepresription of taking the magneti �eld evaluated exatly at the rossing point, de�nedby our Eq. (13), and onstant during the resonanex.However, the magneti �eld diretion and strength during the resonane willgenerally be di�erent along di�erent diretions in the sky. Moreover, the photon-ALPresonant onversions depend on the relative orientation of the photon polarization andthe magneti �eld diretion, so that in di�erent magneti domains di�erent photonx Possible orretions due to the variation of B inside of the resonant region (see, e.g., the disussionin [26℄ in the neutrino ase) are not expeted to modify our exlusion plot above the boundary.
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Figure 2. Piture of resonant photon-ALP osillations of the osmi mirowaveradiation. The transitions happen during a very short time in the history ofthe universe (the resonant shell) determined by the ALP mass whih hereis shown on�ned by dashed lines. The primordial magneti �eld an beassumed to be onstant during the resonane (the shell thikness) but both itsstrength and orientation depend on the angular position in the sky. Resonanttransitions happening after reombination deplete CMB photons dependingon their polarization. If resonanes happen before reombination, photontrajetories an form any angle with B during the resonane and then be re-sattered towards the observer suh that information about the polarization islost. In this ase, the CMB light from the last sattering surfae is e�etivelyaveraged over the angle  .polarization states play the role of Ajj and A?, see Fig. 2. For a generi photonpolarization, the B strength entering the onversion probability in Eq. (21) iskB = jB(x) � �̂j = jB(x) sin (x) os'j ; (26)where x is the position vetor of the resonane region in a partiular diretion x̂, �̂ is thephoton polarization vetor (j�̂j = 1,�̂� x̂ = 0),  (x) is the angle between the magneti�eld B(x) and the photon propagation diretion x̂ and ' the angle between BT (theomponent of the magneti �eld perpendiular to x̂) and �̂, see Fig. 2.In this paper we will mainly disuss bounds of photon-ALP mixing from the CMBmonopole. If the resonane happens after reombination, the full-sky and polarizationaveraged photon-ALP onversion probability Eq. (21) ishP!�i = �g2r!m2� 13hB2i ; (27)k Eq. (26) holds for parity-odd ALPs; when onsidering parity-even one �nds jB(x) � �̂j =jB(x) sin (x) sin'j instead.



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 10where we have de�ned a onveniently normalized averagehB2i � 3 Z d
x̂4� Z 2�0 d'2� jBj2 sin2  os2 '= 32 Z d
x̂4� jBj2 sin2  ; (28)when we reall that impliitly B and  depend on x. The onveniene of this averageis lari�ed in two simple ases: a) the absolute value jBj is onstant in the whole skybut has a random diretion and b) it has a �xed diretion. In both ases we �ndhB2i = jBj2 : (29)When the resonane happens before reombination, the photon trajetories anform any angle  with B during the resonane and then be re-sattered towardsthe observer suh that information about the polarization is lost. Sine the photontrajetories are not straight, the  angle is not orrelated with the magneti �elddiretion, photon polarization and the diretion in the sky. Beause of this, one has toperform a loal average over  in eah magneti domain before doing the sky-average,i.e. jBj2 Z d'2� d
 4� sin2  os2 ' = 13 jBj2 : (30)Assuming that B = B(x) does not vary very muh on the distane sales of the horizonat last-sattering surfae, we shall then de�ne a sky averagehB2i = Z d
x̂4� jBj2 ; (31)so that also in the pre-reombination epoh one an use Eq. (27) for the onversionprobability. Note that if jBj is isotropi, also in this ase we obtain hB2i = jBj2. Thisexpression neglets in priniple deoherene e�ets from photon sattering absorptionduring the resonane. However as we will see in Se. 6 these e�ets are not relevant ifthe onversion probability is small.5. Bounds in the post-reombination eraThe CMB spetrum measured by FIRAS �ts extremely well to a blak-body spetrumat a temperature T0 = 2:725 � 0:002K [8℄. The energy range of the CMB spetrummeasured by FIRAS [7℄ is 2:84 � 10�4 eV � !0 � 2:65 � 10�3 eV, orresponding to1:2 � !0=T0 � 11:3. In that region, the CMB blakbody beomes unproteted todistortions below a osmi temperature � 50 eV, whih orresponds to a photon plasmamass of � 10�6 eV. On the other hand, today the average plasma mass for photons mis as low as 2� 10�14 eV. If ALPs exist with a mass between these two values they willbe produed resonantly and leave their imprint on the CMB as a frequeny-dependentdistortion [see Eq. (27)℄. Bounds for higher masses are onsidered in the followingsetion.In order to obtain our bound, we have onsidered the distortion of the overallblakbody spetrum. To this end we use the COBE-FIRAS data for the experimentally



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 11measured spetrum, orreted for foregrounds [7℄. Note that the new alibration ofFIRAS [8℄ is within the old errors and would not hange any of our onlusions. TheN = 43 data points �expi at di�erent frequenies !i are obtained by summing thebest-�t blakbody spetrum to the residuals reported in Ref. [7℄. The errors �expi arealso available. In the presene of photon-ALP onversion, the original intensity of the\theoretial blakbody" monopole at temperature T ,�0(!; T ) = !3�2 [ exp(!=T )� 1℄�1 ; (32)would be deformed to�(!; T; �) = �0(!; T )[1� hP!�i℄ ; (33)where hP!�i is the sky average of the polarization averaged photon-ALP onversionprobability, de�ned in Eq. (27). We an then build the redued hi-squared funtion�2�(T; �) = 1N � 1 NXi ��expi � �(!i; T; �)�expi �2 : (34)We minimize this funtion with respet to T for eah point in the parameter spae� = (m�; ghB2i1=2), i.e. T is an empirial parameter determined by the �2� minimizationfor eah � rather than being �xed at the standard value.In Fig. 3 we show our exlusion ontour. In partiular, the region above theontinuous urve is the exluded region at 95% C.L., i.e. in this region the haneprobability to experimentally obtain larger values of �2� is lower than 5%.We shall stress again that the CMB photons from di�erent angles have traversedmagneti �elds during the resonane that have in priniple di�erent strengths anddiretions. This would indue anisotropies and polarisation. The di�erene betweena diretion parallel and orthogonal to the magneti �eld must not exeed the observedCMB temperature anisotropy, �T=T < 10�5. However, the bound ahievable from thisanisotropy pattern is expeted to be less stringent than the one put from the distortion ofthe overall blakbody spetrum [11℄. Possible improvement of this bound would requirea detailed investigation in terms of the multipole expansion of the CMB temperatureutuations. We deserve this task for a future work.6. Bounds in the pre-reombination eraThe resonant onversion of photons into ALPs produes an energy-dependent depletionof the CMB whih an be onstrained by FIRAS data. However, if this resonanehappens before reombination, the CMB is still oupled to the primordial plasma andthese distortions an be proessed by photon-plasma interations whih will tend tothermalize the spetrum. Photon sattering and absorption during the resonane an inpriniple a�et our result Eq. (21) produing a damping of the photon-ALP onversions.Both e�ets an be introdued in an imaginary ontribution to the e�etive photon masssquared. In the limit of strong damping, the avor relaxation rate beomes independenton the details of the sattering proesses. When this situation dominates a resonane,



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 12taking the results of [9℄ (omputed in the photon-hidden photon ase but valid for ageneral mixing ase) and translating them into our problem in the relevant small mixingase, we obtainP!� ' 12 �1� p2� = 12 "1� exp �2�g2B2!3Hm2� !# ; (35)where p is the same rossing probability given by Eq. (15). The e�ets of deoherenebeome manifest in the fat that for adiabati resonanes, p � 0, the system reahesthermal equilibrium, and photons and ALPs equilibrate their populations whih, ofourse, results in a transition probability of 1=2. However, in the non-adiabati limit,this expression gives exatly our Eq. (21), with r = (3H)�1 in this regime, so our resultsdo not depend on whether the resonane is vauum or damping dominated and we anuse Eq. (21) in both the ases. For the sake of the simpliity, we neglet possible asesin whih the sales of the damping and of the resonane are of the same order. Asa summary, we only have to onsider the proessing of the CMB spetrum after theresonane to ompare it with the FIRAS data.Note that the proessing strongly depends on the temperature at whih theresonane takes plae, sine it determines if the di�erent photon interations are e�etiveor not. The response of the primordial plasma to distortions of the Plank distributionis driven by two fundamental lasses of proesses: Compton sattering onserves thenumber of photons, whereas double Compton sattering, Bremsstrahlung and their timereversal analogues hange the number of photons.Compton sattering is the fastest proess and is responsible for the hange of photondiretion and polarization desribed already in Se. 4. Compton sattering an also bee�etive at redistributing the energies of photons, however per se annot hange thephoton number. It an provide kineti equilibrium of the photon distribution providedit is eÆient, i.e.,Z z0 ne�Th2H Tme dz1 + z � 1 ! z � 2� 105 ; (36)where �Th is the Thompson's sattering ross setion. This ondition orresponds tomasses m� � 1:4�10�6 eV. Therefore, below this mass the plasma is so weakly oupledthat it annot proess the distortion. In suh a ondition, the treatment given in theprevious setion holds with the only di�erene being the averaging of photon diretionsduring the resonane, as disussed in Se. 4. The orresponding bound is shown inFig. 3.For masses � 10�6 eV the situation is more omplex sine the resonane happenswhen Compton sattering is neither eÆient nor ineÆient. The evolution of thedistortions has to be studied by numerially evolving the spetrum with the Kompaneetsequation. We believe this is beyond the sope of this paper.Whenever Compton sattering is eÆient, the photon distribution aquires, inshort time sale after the resonane, a Bose-Einstein shape haraterized by a hemial



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 13potential. For small distortions, this is given by [29℄�r = �12:142  3Æ�� � 4Ænn ! ' �0:05 g210hB20;nGi ; (37)where Æ�=� and Æn=n are the frations of the CMB energy and photon number onvertedinto ALPs during the resonane. Note that, in ontrast to the ase often studied in theliterature, resonant photon-ALP onversion absorbs relatively more energy than photonnumber and therefore produes negative hemial potentials.Inverse Double Compton sattering (DC) and Bremsstrahlung (BS) our muh lessfrequent than Compton sattering but in ontrast to the latter an hange the photonnumber. Therefore, on a longer time sale they an absorb the neessary photons torereate a pure Plank distribution, i.e. they an erase the hemial potential. For smalldistortions, the evolution of � an be approximated by [29℄d�dt = ��� 1tDC + 1tBS� ; with (38)tDC = 1:06� 108z69=2 s: ; tBS = 3:73� 108z613=4 s ; (39)where we have taken the values Yp = 0:25;
bh2 = 0:0223 for the �CDM model andde�ned z6 = z=106. During radiation domination we an write the expansion time ast = (2H)�1 ' 2:38�107z�26 s. We have omputed for eah ALP mass the time at whihthe resonane takes plae and the evolution of the hemial potential. The FIRAS datasets the bound on the value of the hemial potential today �0 < 9� 10�5, whih givesthe exlusion range denoted � in Fig. 3.The bounds from the distortions of the CMB spetrum vanish very fast for massesabove � 0:1 meV beause Double Compton sattering and Bremsstrahlung beome veryeÆient. However, there is a further bound we an onsider for resonanes happeningin the post BBN epoh. During ALP prodution a fration of the energy stored in theCMB is transferred to ALPs, whih immediately deouple from the thermal bath. Ifthe ALPs produed in this way have suÆiently small masses to be relativisti duringthe epoh of the CMB formation (i.e. roughly m��< 1 eV) then they behave as a non-standard ontribution to the radiation energy density. Therefore, the radiation energydensity measured from CMB anisotropies would keep trak of the ALPs ontribution.A omparison of the radiation energy density during Big Bang Nuleosynthesis (nota�eted by ALPs resonant prodution) and CMB deoupling gives an upper limit onthis ontribution, namely x < Æ�=� = 0:2 [9, 30℄. In our ase this translates into a boundg10hB20;nGi1=2 < 1:4 : (40)We show our ombined onstraints in Fig. 3. In this �gure we have used the fullexpression in Eq. (35) sine abovem� ' 0:1 meV the photon-ALP onversion probabilitybound annot be onsidered small (also, for any mass a fration of 0:2 of the photonsonverted into ALPs requires P!� of order 1).
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Figure 3. Bounds on the ALP parameter spae from distortions of the CMBblakbody spetrum aused by resonant  ! � osillations. The ALP mass determinesthe time of the resonant transition. In the region labeled as \post-reombination"the transition happens in the post-reombination epoh whereas outside this regionthe transition ours before reombination and CMB last sattering. However, inthe region labeled as \weak-oupling" the transitions happen when the plasma isso weakly oupled that it annot proess the distortions. In the region labeled �,Compton sattering would restore a Bose-Einstein spetrum with a hemial potentialthat an be erased through inverse double Compton sattering and Bremsstrahlung.For m��> 0:1 meV all distortions are erased but the produed ALPs still ontributeto the osmi radiation density and an be onstrained by omparing the number ofe�etive number of relativisti speies at BBN and CMB deoupling. Here g is theALP-photon oupling onstant and hB2i1=2 an sky average of the omoving magneti�eld during the resonane.7. Disussion and onlusionsIn this paper, we have alulated bounds on photon-ALP osillations in the primordialmagneti �eld, deriving updated onstraints from the high preision CMB spetrumdata olleted by the FIRAS instrument on board of COBE. A previous study [6℄ wasderived in the pre-COBE era and it laked a detailed treatment of the e�ets of theplasma medium on the photon-ALPs osillations. This has motivated us to re-evaluatethe bounds. We obtain limits on the produt of the ALP-photon oupling g times thesky and polarization averaged magneti �eld hB2i1=2,ghB2i1=2�< 10�13 � 10�11 GeV�1 nG ; (41)for ALP masses between 10�14 eV and 10�4 eV. Slightly weaker bounds were also derivedfor higher ALP masses.Our bound niely onnets with the one obtained in [11℄ for ALP masses less than10�14 eV, onsidering only non-resonant onversions today. Our argument allows to



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 15extend the sensitivity of CMB measurements also in a region of the parameter spae thatwas previously unonstrained. We mention that ALPs an also be thermally produedin Early Universe via proesses like e ! e�, forming a reli bakground. The �vertex would also allow for radiative deays of these partiles. In this ase, additionalosmologial bounds an be obtained for m��> eV, as studied in [31℄.There are several interesting proposals to measure the CMB spetrum with highersensitivity than the FIRAS instrument. The DIMES (Di�use Mirowave EmissionSurvey) proposal [32℄ aims to probe the region of smaller frequenies (2-100 GHzorresponding to 0:035 � !0=T0 � 1:8) with sensitivity omparable to FIRAS.Unfortunately, as disussed above, the distortions grow with inreasing frequeny,so DIMES would not signi�antly strengthen bounds on axion-photon osillations,in ontrast to onstraints on hidden photon - photon mixing for whih onversionprobabilities are inversely proportional to the photon energy. For this reason, theproposed FIRAS II [33℄ would be more relevant for photon-axion mixing onstraintssine it would shrink the FIRAS error bars by almost two order of magnitude and reahmuh higher frequenies (60-3600 GHz, or 1 � !0=T0 � 65). If suh a projet is realisedthe sensitivity to photon-ALP osillations will very likely improve by more than an orderof magnitude in ghB2i1=2. A slight improvement on our bound in the pre-reombinationera ould be ahieved thanks to new experiments, like ARCADE (Absolute Radiometerfor Cosmology, Astrophysis, and Di�use Emission) whih would onstrain the hemialpotential of the CMB spetrum j�j down to 2� 10�5 [34℄.Let us reall that reent results from the CAST experiment [35{37℄ give adiret experimental bound on the ALP-photon oupling of g�< 8:8 � 10�11 GeV�1 form��< 0:02 eV, slightly stronger than the long-standing globular-luster limit [38℄. Forultra-light ALPs (m��< 10�10 eV) a stringent limit from the absene of -rays fromSN 1987A gives g�< 1�10�11 GeV�1 [39℄ or even g�< 3�10�12 GeV�1 [40℄. We stress thatwithout diret evidene for a primordial magneti �eld, our bounds on ghB2i1=2 do notallow to onstrain diretly the oupling onstant g. However, if a primordial magneti�eld would be found with values lose to the urrent upper bound, the resulting CMBlimit on g for m��< 10�4 eV would overome the barrier plaed by urrent experimentaland astrophysial bounds. Conversely, if ALPs will be eventually disovered improvingthe urrent sensitivity of the solar axion heliosope CAST, or with new tehniques [41{43℄ in laser experiments like photon regeneration [44{47℄ or laser polarization [43, 48℄,our osmologial argument will provide a omplementary onstrain on the strength ofthe primordial magneti �eld.Moreover, we note that our limit applies also to the so alled hameleon-like salarpartiles mixing with photons [49, 50℄. Suh partiles are introdued to explain theaeleration of the Universe, as ination or dark energy �elds [51℄, or to ause variationsin the fundamental onstants [52, 53℄. In general, hameleons have properties thatdepend on the environment. For this reason, they an evade astrophysial and CASTbounds, sine in the dense stellar environment they beome so heavy that they annot be produed in the usual reations [18℄. In these ases one has thus to rely on



Constraining resonant photon-axion onversions in the Early Universe 16the limits from the laboratory experiments, whih take plae essentially in vauum.For a wide lass of hameleon models, the laser PVLAS experiment would rule outvalues of g�> 5 � 10�7 GeV�1 [54℄ (see also [55{58℄). Strong bounds also ome fromobservations of starlight polarization [59℄. In the expanding Universe, given the lowplasma density, these partiles would behave essentially as standard ALPs, so that ourbounds an be diretly applied to this ase. In this sense, if primordial magneti �eldswill be disovered, our argument would rule-out the reently proposed mehanism ofhameleon-photon onversions to explain the observed supernovae Ia brightening [60℄.Furthermore, let us point that the kind of analysis performed in this work an bealso extended to other partiles having two-photon verties and sub-eV masses. Forinstane, a very similar analysis ould be performed to massive spin-2 partiles [61℄ likeKaluza-Klein gravitons [62℄.As a �nal remark, our study is relevant for reent studies of onversions of high-energy gamma rays into ALPs in the intergalati magneti �eld in relation to theobserved osmi transpareny of high energy gamma soures [63{65℄ or to ultra high-energy osmi ray propagation [66℄. If eventually a primordial magneti �eld will bedisovered, a de�nitive verdit on the impat of these fasinating mehanisms wouldrequire a ombined analysis inluding our new CMB onstraints. In this sense, it isnie to realize that our osmologial limits obtained with mirowave photons ouldhave relevant onsequenes for signatures of ALPs in high-energy gamma soures. Thison�rms one more the broad range of energies potentially aessible through axion-likepartile searhes.AknowledgementsThis work was supported by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft (SFB 676 \Partiles,Strings and the Early Universe: The Struture of Matter and Spae-Time) and by theEuropean Union ILIAS (ontrat No. RII3-CT-2004-506222). The work of A.M. issupported by the Italian Istituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare (INFN). We thank GeorgRa�elt and Andreas Ringwald for reading the manusript and for valuable ommentson it. A.M. aknowledges kind hospitality at the Hamburg University during thedevelopment of this work.Referenes[1℄ P. P. Kronberg, \Extragalati magneti �elds," Rept. Prog. Phys. 57, 325 (1994).[2℄ D. Grasso and H. R. Rubinstein, \Magneti �elds in the early universe," Phys. Rept. 348, 163(2001) [astro-ph/0009061℄.[3℄ WMAP Collaboration, G. Hinshaw et al., \Five-Year Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy ProbeObservations:Data Proessing, Sky Maps, & Basi Results," Astrophys. J. Suppl. 180, 225(2009) [arXiv:0803.0732 [astro-ph℄℄.[4℄ P. Blasi, S. Burles and A. V. Olinto, \Cosmologial Magneti Fields Limits in an InhomogeneousUniverse," Astrophys. J. 514, L79 (1999) [astro-ph/9812487℄.
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